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Mobile Applications



Integrating Wireless LAN and Cellular Data for the Enterprise The Internet Roaming solution for corporate wireless data users integrates mobile networking across private WLANs, public WLANs, and cellular data networks.



W



ireless local area networks (WLANs) and cellular data networks are complementary technologies. WLANs have several advantages over cellular networks, including higher speed and lower operating and equipment costs. However, their coverage is typically limited to corporate buildings, residences, and certain public hotspots. Cellular data networks, on the other hand, provide wide-area coverage but at lower speeds and a much higher cost.1,2 Naturally, integrating WLAN and cellular data networks to serve users who need both high-speed wireless access as well as anytime–anywhere mobile connectivity is the best of both worlds. Currently, most WLAN–cellular network integration solutions are operatororiented, the objective being to bundle hotspot public WLAN service with the data service offered by cellular operators.3,4 In such a setup, the public WLAN service reuses the cellular network’s infrastructure and resources, giving users benIEEE INTERNET COMPUTING



efits such as a single bill.5 However, operator-oriented solutions are not entirely hassle-free, especially for corporate users. After getting a wireless connection to the Internet via a cellular network or a public WLAN, for example, a corporate user must run a virtual private network (VPN) program to create a secure connection to the corporate intranet. Typically, if the user switches the wireless connection — by moving into or out of a public WLAN’s range, for instance — the secure connection breaks, forcing the user to relaunch the VPN program to reconnect. Moreover, operator-oriented integrated solutions only cover public WLANs in hotspots, not private WLANs such as office and residential–telecommuting WLANs (which could require different connection and security configurations of the WLAN adaptor on the user’s computer). Corporate users roaming between these environments need to frequently change their WLAN configurations — a burdensome and error-prone task.6
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Figure 1. Internet Roaming system architecture. A mobile corporate user enjoys secure roaming across various WLANs and cellular data networks thanks to the Internet Roaming client (IRC) on the mobile computer and a secure mobility gateway (SMG) and virtual single account server (VSA) in the corporate network.
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Our prototype WLAN–cellular network integration solution, called Internet Roaming, lets corporate users create a secure connection using a single sign-on authentication interface, regardless of which wireless network their computer is connected to. Once the secure connection is created, the system produces a computing environment that doesn’t change, even if the user moves from one wireless network to another. In addition, we designed Internet Roaming to use existing technologies as much as possible, including Mobile IP,7 26
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the IP security protocol (IPsec),8 and various wireless access methods.
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As Figure 1 shows, Internet Roaming handles networking in the context of a corporate intranet, four types of wireless networks (office, residential, and public WLANs and a cellular data network), and the Internet. The main objective is to provide secure IP mobility functions for the user’s computer and to keep that connection alive as the user moves among different wireless networks. Although different users may use different types of cellular data networks, Internet Roaming only models one type of cellular data network (from a user’s viewpoint). This is because a mobile computer usually has at most one cellular data modem installed, and it does not need to be changed since the cellular network is designed to support roaming across a wide region, which typically satisfies the user’s cellular coverage needs. An Internet Roaming system consists of a virtual single account (VSA) server deployed on a corporate intranet, a secure mobility gateway (SMG) deployed between the public Internet and the corporate intranet, and the Internet Roaming clients (IRCs) installed on the user computers. We designed the system’s architecture to provide an independent add-on solution for the corporate intranet. That is, installing the system only involves the deployment of an SMG and a VSA server at proper locations on the intranet and installation of the IRC on the mobile computer of every user who needs secure mobile networking functions. The IRC is a suitably configured software program or a hardware interface card for the mobile laptop or PDA that users can install. No existing networking equipment or services need be modified. Virtual Single Account Server The VSA server provides several functions. It stores every authentication credential used to access wireless networks and the intranet. It also serves as a back-end authentication server for the SMG and provides an interface for system administrators to manage each user’s access rights and authentication credentials. Finally, it provides authenticationcredential-updating services to the IRCs. The VSA server stores access credentials in a VSA record, which contains a user’s single signon VSA username and password, an intranet profile, a cellular profile, and several WLAN profiles. Multiple profiles are needed because we assume the user will need to use various networks that IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING
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can be controlled or managed by different entities, and that will typically have different configuration parameters. The intranet profile contains the user’s authentication credential for accessing the corporate intranet; the cellular profile contains the commands and parameters needed to establish a cellular data connection. A WLAN profile contains configuration parameters, access parameters, and an authentication credential. The configuration parameters include the WLAN type (office, public, or residential), the device-level authentication method (open or shared-key), the wired equivalent privacy (WEP) key status (on or off), the WEP key value (fixed or dynamically assigned), the WEP enhancement mode (40 bit, 128 bit, temporary key integrity protocol, or 802.11i), the IP initialization method (DHCP or static IP), and the IP configuration (the IP, DNS server, and default router addresses). The authentication credential depends on the access parameters: the access method (WEP, 802.1x, IPsec, or browser-based) and the authentication protocol. If the access method is WEP-based, for example, the credential is the WEP key value. In all profiles, the authentication credential is encrypted via a key derived from the VSA password. Only random data can be used as authentication credentials, and only the random portion of authentication credentials are encrypted. If such a credential is a security certificate, for instance, it cannot be directly encrypted because it contains descriptive text; instead, only the public key value in the security certificate and the corresponding private key, which are random sequences, are encrypted. The purpose is to avoid offline dictionary attacks against the VSA password if a user’s computer containing the VSA record is lost. If the encrypted authentication credentials are random, a hacker can test the attack’s success only by trying it online, which is time-consuming and can easily trigger an alarm. A system administrator establishes a VSA record based on the user’s job requirement. If a user is not authorized to access a cellular network, for example, no cellular network profile is configured in the VSA record. In addition, all authentication credentials, including usernames and passwords, are generated using random numbers when the system administrator creates them. The user does not need to remember or know them. The VSA concept is the single sign-on function’s foundation, and the IRC and VSA server jointly support it. Initially, the IRC has an empty VSA record, and the user gets a VSA username and IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING



a temporary password. For the first-time connection, the user must connect to the wired office intranet and launch the IRC with the temporary password. The IRC then downloads the user’s VSA record from the VSA server. After this, whenever the user successfully connects to the corporate intranet, the IRC contacts the VSA server to download the updated portion of the VSA record. Secure Mobility Gateway The SMG is a special IPsec gateway deployed between the public Internet and the corporate intranet. It authenticates a user’s computer with the VSA server’s help, tracks the computer’s location with the IRC’s help, and relays IP packets between the computer and other IP nodes. The IP packets transmitted between the SMG and the computer’s current location are encrypted and encapsulated. The SMG has two network interface cards: one connected to the Internet and the other to the intranet. The Internet interface is a hardened host interface: it accepts (sends) only mobile-IPsec packets, with a destination (source) IP address being the Internet interface’s IP address. We have designed a mobile-IPsec packet structure based on existing IPsec and Mobile IP technology. A mobile-IPsec packet is a UDP packet that carries a security association identifier, an encrypted payload, and a message integrity code. The encrypted payload can be an IP packet, a Mobile IP care-ofaddress (COA) registration message, or an Internet key exchange message. The intranet interface is a router interface that presents a subnet of the corporate intranet, and the IP address presented by the IRC to the mobile computer’s operating system belongs to this subnet. In the context of Mobile IP, this subnet is the home network, the SMG is the home agent, and the IP address used by the user’s computer is that computer’s home address. Like the Internet interface, the intranet interface accepts (sends) mobile-IPsec packets, with a destination (source) IP address being that interface’s IP address. However, it also sends and accepts regular IP packets whose source or destination IP address is the home address of one of the mobile user computers. By using mobile-IPsec packets, a single IP-in-UDP tunnel between an IRC and the SMG suffices for both security and mobility. The SMG stores security association and location information in memory for every wireless user’s computer. Every security association contains an encryption key for encrypting and decrypting the payload of mobile-IPsec packets. The location information for a user’s computer http://computer.org/internet/
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consists of a COA and an SMG interface with which the user’s computer is communicating. If the user’s computer is connected to a residential WLAN, public WLAN, or cellular network, the COA is the IP address assigned to the user’s computer by that network, and the SMG interface used is the Internet interface. If the user’s computer is connected to an office WLAN, the COA is the IP address assigned to the user’s computer by that WLAN, and the SMG interface used is the intranet interface. As the user’s computer moves, both the COA and the SMG interface might change. Whenever the SMG receives a mobile-IPsec packet that carries a valid Mobile IP COA registration message or Internet key exchange message, the location information is updated: the new COA becomes this mobile-IPsec packet’s source IP address, and the new SMG interface becomes the interface at which this mobile-IPsec packet arrives.



From the operating system’s viewpoint, the user’s computer always employs a static IP address that belongs to the corporate intranet. The SMG interface determines how the SMG relays IP packets. If the SMG interface is the Internet interface (which implies that the user’s computer is connected to a residential WLAN, public WLAN, or cellular network), the SMG performs the home agent’s relay function using both interfaces. It decapsulates and decrypts the mobile-IPsec packets arriving at the Internet interface and then routes the inner IP packets to their destinations via the intranet interface. It also encrypts and encapsulates regular IP packets arriving at the intranet interface into mobile-IPsec packets and then sends them to the IRC on the user’s computer using the Internet interface. If the SMG interface is the intranet interface (which implies that the user’s computer is connected to an office WLAN), the SMG performs the home agent’s relay function using only the intranet interface. This means that the mobile-IPsec packets transmitted between the SMG and the IRC might not need encryption (assuming the office WLAN itself is properly secured). There are two reasons the SMG uses different methods to relay IP packets for computers con28
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nected to wireless networks on different sides of the boundary between the public Internet and the corporate intranet. One, if a user’s computer is connected to an office WLAN, and if the SMG processes mobile-IPsec packets using only the Internet interface, the mobile-IPsec packets sent from the computer to the SMG’s Internet interface must cross a corporate firewall, which could block them because it can’t know the packets’ contents (due to encryption). Two, using the intranet interface to serve a computer connected to an office WLAN avoids having to encrypt or decrypt the payload, which improves routing speed. Internet Roaming Client The IRC is mainly responsible for creating and maintaining a mobile-IPsec tunnel between the user’s computer and the corporate network over the best available wireless network. It interacts directly with, and controls, the available wireless interfaces and modems. IRC functions include • identifying the best wireless network available, • making proper configurations to connect to the network, • authenticating the user’s computer to the network, • obtaining a wireless connection and receiving an IP address from the network, • authenticating the user to the SMG’s interface, • creating a mobile-IPsec tunnel to the SMG’s interface, • performing hand-off between wireless networks if the current wireless network is no longer the best one available to the user, and • providing secure mobile routing for the user’s computer. From the operating system’s viewpoint, the user’s computer always employs a static IP address that belongs to the corporate intranet, as if it were a desktop computer sitting in the office. Thus, the Internet Roaming solution can reproduce the office network environment exactly for users wherever they are, and all networking applications on their computers can run as usual. Initially, the IRC presents a consistent singlesign-on interface for the user to enter the VSA username and password to start a secure connection to the intranet. The IRC then identifies the best wireless network available to the user by instructing the WLAN driver to scan the service set identifier (SSID) and measure the received signal strength indication (RSSI) of nearby WLANs. IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING
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Related Work on WLAN–Cellular Network Integration everal commercial products for enterprise-oriented WLAN–cellular network integration exist, such as Ecutel (www.ecutel.com), NetMotion Wireless (www.netmotionwireless.com), and ipUnplugged (www.ipunplugged.com).Although detailed technical information about these products is not available, we can summarize the major differences between them and Internet Roaming. In these products, the network component equivalent to Internet Roaming’s secure mobility gateway (SMG) always uses its Internet interface as an end of the encrypted IP tunnel connected to a mobile computer, regardless of which wireless network the mobile computer is connected to.With this design, mobile users risk loss of connection if they are connected to an office WLAN inside the corporate intranet. In this case, because the mobile computer’s care-of address (COA) is with-



S



in the corporate intranet and the IP address of the SMG-equivalent component’s Internet interface is on the public Internet, the encrypted IP tunnel must cross a corporate firewall. If the firewall does not allow pass-through of encrypted IP packets that are unknown to it, the encrypted IP tunnel is blocked, and the mobile computer will lose the connection. The SMG addresses this problem, as described in the main article. In these products, the client-side components equivalent to the Internet Roaming client (IRC) are all software-based and designed for various Windows operating systems. Some of them use WinSock-based mobility management, which could render them incompatible with future Windows releases if WinSock functions are revised. Others use an intermediate driver to handle security and mobility management, but they need a user-space program to pass



Several criteria help determine which available wireless network is best (assuming a cellular network is often available wherever WLAN coverage is not). The IRC works in conjunction with the wireless modems. If the IRC detects no WLAN, or if the WLANs detected have SSIDs that don’t match a WLAN profile in the user’s VSA record, the best available wireless network is the cellular network specified in the VSA record. If the IRC detects a WLAN with an SSID that matches a WLAN profile in the user’s VSA record and with an RSSI value that is above the stated threshold for a quality WLAN signal, that WLAN is the best available wireless network. Finally, if multiple WLANs fit the above description, we can use various pre-programmed priority rules to pick one. For example, the order could be office WLAN, residential WLAN, and then public WLAN, with preference for higher RSSI values if there are multiple choices of the same type. This priority order was based on security, throughput, routing performance, and cost. If cost is not a factor, the priority order can be office WLAN, public WLAN, and then residential WLAN because public WLANs often have faster back-haul connections to the Internet than residential networks do. If the traffic load of a WLAN access point is known, that information could also be incorporated in the selection rules. IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING



configuration parameters to the intermediate driver and must start the secure mobile networking functionality manually whenever the computer is rebooted.This is inconvenient for laptop users who often want the secure connection to be kept alive after they close the laptop in one location and open it in a new one. Our software-based IRC solves this problem because the IRC intermediate driver can instantly restore the previous secure connection as soon as it is loaded into the kernel when the operating system is rebooting. Thus, the IRC can always maintain a “static” office network environment for laptop users as they open and close computers in different locations. Moreover, the iCard can provide the convenience of secure mobile networking for a variety of mobile devices whose operating systems might not provide sufficient support for implementing a software-based IRC.



After selecting the wireless network, the IRC computes a key based on the entered VSA password, decrypts the user’s authentication credential for the selected wireless network using that key, and follows the access method specified in the wireless profile to authenticate the user to the network. After connecting to the network and receiving an IP address, the IRC decrypts the user’s authentication credential for the intranet, authenticates the user to the SMG’s proper interface, and creates a mobile-IPsec tunnel between the IRC and the interface using the Internet key exchange protocol. After all these steps succeed, the IRC contacts the VSA server to download the updated VSA record. Hand-off process. After establishing the tunnel, the IRC keeps monitoring the available wireless networks by instructing the wireless modems to scan for available networks and measure RSSI periodically. This helps the IRC determine whether the current wireless network is still the best available (and thus indicates the need for a hand-off operation). A hand-off may require switching from one wireless modem to another, or it might only change configuration profiles with the same modem. If the current network is a cellular network, the IRC searches to see if a WLAN (higher speed, lower cost) is available. If the current wirehttp://computer.org/internet/
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Figure 2.The conceptual structure of a software-based Internet Roaming client on a mobile computer and a secure mobility gateway located between the corporate intranet and the Internet.This solution enables secure convenient roaming across different wireless networks. less network is a WLAN and the RSSI value is below the threshold, the IRC tries to search for other networks. If no other WLANs exist, the cellular network specified in the VSA record (if available) is the best available wireless network. If there are other WLANs, the IRC evaluates all detected WLANs via their types and RSSI values according to the criteria mentioned earlier. After ensuring the availability of another network that is better than the current network, the IRC directs a hand-off operation to the most suitable network by controlling the modem interface. If a hand-off decision is made, the IRC decrypts the authentication credential for the new wireless network using the key derived from the VSA password and authenticates the user. After obtaining a new wireless connection and receiving a new IP address from the wireless network, the IRC reports that address as its COA to the SMG’s interface via a Mobile IP COA registration message. Because they are not tied with the mobile-IPsec tunnel end’s IP address, the security associations that have not expired need not be updated after handoff. Routing process. The IRC also controls network routing for security and efficiency. If the user’s computer is connected to a residential WLAN, public WLAN, or cellular network, the outbound routing process follows these steps: 30
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1. The operating system directs an IP packet to an IP node communicating with the user’s computer (the IP packet is actually sent to the IRC), 2. The IRC encrypts and encapsulates the IP packet into a mobile-IPsec packet and directs it to the SMG’s Internet interface (it is actually sent to the next-hop router on the wireless network), and 3. The SMG receives the mobile-IPsec packet from its Internet interface, decapsulates and decrypts the inner IP packet, and then forwards it to the IP node using the intranet interface (it is actually sent to the next-hop router on the corporate intranet). The inbound routing process, in which the packet’s destination IP address is the computer’s home address, essentially reverses the outbound case. If a network address–port translation box is present in the current wireless network, the mobile-IPsec tunnel is not affected due to the use of IP-in-UDP encapsulation. If the user’s computer is connected to an office WLAN, and if encryption is turned off to improve routing speed, the outbound routing process follows these steps: 1. The operating system directs an IP packet to an IP node, 2. The IRC receives the packet, encapsulates it into an unencrypted mobile-IPsec packet, and IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING



Integrating WLAN and Cellular Data Table 1. Hand-off delay measurements. WLAN card vendor



Cisco Linksys Orinoco



Link-layer hand-off delay (seconds)



N/A 0.5966 0.3912



then addresses it to the SMG’s intranet interface, and 3. The SMG receives the packet from the intranet interface, decapsulates it, and forwards the inner IP packet to the IP node using the intranet interface. Again, the inbound case essentially reverses the outbound.



Prototypes and Evaluations We have developed a software-based prototype of the Internet Roaming system for the Windows operating systems as well as a hardware PCMCIAinterface prototype IRC. A Software-Based Prototype System To maximize its marketability, Internet Roaming must be compatible with Windows operating systems, which do not offer native mobility support. To achieve this key requirement, we have developed a Windows-based IRC and SMG that can jointly support enhanced Mobile IP functions, such as encrypting mobile-IPsec tunnels using the 128bit advanced encryption (AES; http://csrc.nist. gov/encryption/aes). The prototype system enables a Windows-based computer to roam seamlessly between WLANs attached to different subnets. As Figure 2 shows, the software-based prototype IRC consists of an IRC utility (an application program) and an IRC intermediate driver (a kernel program). The IRC utility presents a single-sign-on interface for user authentication and can configure Internet Roaming parameters. The IRC intermediate driver is located between the Windows operating system and the hardware interface. It provides enhanced Mobile IP functions for the user’s computer without the Windows operating system being aware of any mobility and security processing of packets by the intermediate driver. To achieve this, the IRC intermediate driver is programmed to • supply Windows with the home address assigned by the SMG, • decapsulate and decrypt inbound mobile-IPsec IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING



IP-layer hand-off delay (seconds)



1.3375 1.2690 1.1216



Total hand-off delay (seconds)



> 1.3375 1.8656 1.5128



packets into regular IP packets and pass them to Windows, • encrypt and encapsulate outbound regular IP packets into mobile-IPsec packets and send them to the SMG, and • monitor the attached subnet, apply for an IP address from the new subnet in the event of a change, and register the IP address as the COA with the SMG. Because the software-based IRC hides mobility operations from Windows, it is compatible with all Windows-based networking programs, including existing VPN clients. Thus, if a VPN remote access method is already deployed, the IRC can delegate security to the VPN when connected to public networks without requiring changes to the existing infrastructure. Similarly, the software-based prototype SMG consists of an SMG utility and an SMG intermediate driver. A system administrator can use the SMG utility to configure, monitor, and manage users’ computers. The SMG intermediate driver tracks the location of users’ computers and relays IP packets for them. Current Status As of this writing, we have not realized the IRC’s full functionality. The prototype IRC works only with a WLAN card; it does not support the handoff between a WLAN and a cellular data network. In addition, it cannot communicate with the WLAN driver to access key WLAN parameters such as SSID and RSSI, but we will be able to add this functionality since a standardized Windows network driver interface specification of function calls for the WLAN interface is now available. As a result, we have not yet implemented the wireless network selection criteria and hand-off criteria described earlier. In our existing prototype, all WLANs have to use the same SSID and WEP key. In this scenario, the WLAN driver performs handoffs between these WLANs without awareness of the IRC intermediate driver. Thus, the IRC intermediate driver must monitor whether the current http://computer.org/internet/
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Figure 3.The conceptual structure of iCard, a hardware-based Internet Roaming client. From the mobile device’s viewpoint, the iCard is merely a PCMCIA Ethernet card (see left). Nonetheless, embedded Linux programs, an Ethernet interface, and an add-on compact flash (CF) wireless modem make the rest of iCard (in dashed frame) an embedded foreign agent, which provides secure roaming capability to the mobile device (see right). WLAN is attached to a new subnet. It does this by periodically sending a unicast address-resolutionprotocol query packet to the default gateway router of the most recently attached subnet. If the number of consecutive address-resolution-protocol query packets that receive no response exceeds a threshold, the IRC intermediate driver performs the hand-off operations, applying an IP address from the new subnet and registering it as the COA with the SMG. Table 1 shows some measurements for the hand-off speeds of different WLAN cards. The link-layer hand-off delay is the difference between the time when the IRC intermediate driver captures a connect-indication event cast by the underlying WLAN driver and the time when the IRC intermediate driver captures a disconnect-indication event. The IP-layer hand-off delay is the difference between the time when the IRC intermediate driver captures the connect-indication event and the time when the IRC intermediate driver receives the Mobile IP COA registration-acknowledge message from the SMG, which 32
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indicates that the mobile-IPsec tunnel now points to the new COA. Every entry in Table 1 is an average of about 100 measurements of controlled hand-off in the same WLAN and wired network environment. Among them, the Cisco WLAN driver does not cast any disconnect-indication event, so the corresponding link-layer hand-off delay is not available. Hardware-Based Prototype IRC Although the software-based IRC has several advantages, such as low distribution cost and ease of improvement and customization, it requires kernel programming, special support from the operating system, and the installation of kernel modules. These are difficult tasks due to diversity of mobile devices and fast evolution of mobile operating systems. To simplify the development and installation experience and to support a variety of mobile devices, we have designed and started developing a hardware-based prototype IRC, called iCard. As Figure 3 shows, iCard uses a popular EtherIEEE INTERNET COMPUTING
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net chip as the hardware interface to the mobile device, which makes it looks like the Ethernet card. As a result, using iCard to provide secure mobile networking functions for the mobile device does not require installing any software on the mobile device, except an Ethernet driver, which is already built in to many mobile devices. The rest of iCard is equivalent to an embedded foreign agent: it runs Linux with a special IP stack that can support mobile-IPsec functions. It has two network interfaces: a built-in Ethernet interface connected to the mobile device and a compact flash (CF) slot that can accommodate a network interface card in CF form factor — preferably, a WLAN–cellular data modem combo card. It supports the single-sign-on and configuration functions using a Web server running under Linux on the iCard. Thanks to the iCard’s design, any mobile device that accepts a PCMCIA Ethernet card can instantly support secure mobile networking by inserting an iCard into its PCMCIA slot. Currently, the iCard prototype uses an Intel StrongARM 1110 as a CPU. It has 32 Mbytes of RAM and 16 Mbytes of Flash.



Conclusions and Future Work Achieving all our objectives requires wireless modems and interfaces that are not yet available but are on the horizon. We have a software implementation of the SMG, however, and we can implement the VSA with existing know-how. Our software prototype of the IRC provides a subset of the features, and we expect to add the missing functionality as soon as a majority of WLAN interface vendors release drivers that conform to recently published Windows WLAN specifications. The preferred implementation for cellular–WLAN integration requires the availability of suitable dualinterface cellular–WLAN cards with well-specified Windows programming interfaces and drivers. Our hardware prototype has a small form factor; it looks like an Ethernet card to the mobile computer, and it uses a wireless CF modem to provide secure roaming. The hardware prototype is still in the testing stage. Using existing CF WLAN cards, we can implement roaming across different WLANs. Cellular–WLAN integration will require the availability of a dual cellular–WLAN card in a CF form factor with well-specified Linux driver support for switching between networks. Acknowledgments We thank Li Feng for her work on implementing the softwarebased prototype and collecting hand-off speed measurements. IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING
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